Airbus A320-231, G-EPFR
AAIB Bulletin No: 11/2000

Ref: EW/G2000/03/01 Category: 1.1

Aircraft Type and Registration:

Airbus A320-231, G-EPFR

No & Type of Engines:

2 International Aero Engine V2500-A1 turbofan engines

Year of Manufacture:

1993

Date & Time (UTC):

2 March 2000 at 0530 hrs

Location:

Manchester Airport

Type of Flight:

Positioning

Persons on Board:

Crew - 2 - Passengers - None

Injuries:

Crew - None - Passengers - N/A

Nature of Damage:

No 1 engine intake. Leading edge flaps and slats

Commander's Licence:

Airline Transport Pilot's Licence

Commander's Age:

51 years

Commander's Flying Experience:

7,890 hours (of which 2,720 were on type)
Last 90 days - 86 hours
Last 28 days - 21 hours

Information Source:

Aircraft Accident Report Form submitted by the pilot and
telephone enquiries by the AAIB

Following routine maintenance at Manchester, the aircraft was positioned on Stand 67, pointing
outwards, in preparation for a positioning flight to East Midlands Airport. The flight crew arrived
and the commander completed his external inspection and boarded the aircraft. He checked and
signed the technical log and had a discussion with the engineer who had completed the technical
log. The commander asked the engineer if he would be on a head set or if he would be using hand
signals for the start. The reply was that the aircraft was pointing in the right direction and that the
aircraft was clear to go. This version of the conversation was confirmed by the first officer. The
commander understood from this conversation that the engineer would ensure that the ground
equipment was clear before returning to his hangar. The recollection of the engineer was that he
gave no assurance that he would clear the equipment and his understanding was that this would be
done by the see-off crew. After the engineer left the aircraft, the commander closed the front left
door and carried out a security inspection of the cabin before returning to the cockpit. He reported
that normal engines starts were made without a see-off crew and, with ATC clearance, he
commenced taxiing. The commander noted a slight 'bounce' as the aircraft began to move but
attributed this to a "sticky brake". The subsequent flight to East Midlands was uneventful but the

crew was advised by ATC after landing that the aircraft may have struck some steps prior to
departure at Manchester.
The passenger steps had been placed at the front left door of the aircraft shortly after the aircraft
had left the hangar and been positioned on Stand 67; this was done by a ramp services organisation
in response to a request by the aircraft handling agents. Sometime later, the handling agents noticed
from their monitor that the aircraft anti-collision lights were flashing and alerted their allocated seeoff crew to attend G-EPFR. However, the aircraft was then seen to move and the agents assumed
that someone else had seen the aircraft off. They then requested that the ramp services organisation
remove the steps from the stand. The individual nominated to remove the steps arrived on stand,
noticed that the aircraft had gone and coupled his vehicle to the steps. He also saw some chocks on
the apron and also removed them. On arrival back at his parking bay, he noticed that the steps
appeared to be damaged and immediately informed his supervisor. ATC were then informed and
the message was relayed to the aircraft crew and the aircraft parent company.
At the time of the incident, the aircraft company had a Flight Crew Notice (FCN) detailing starting
procedures on 'Remote Stands' ie the aircraft had moved to free a stand but was still awaiting an
ATC clearance. This stated that a 'Start Crew' was not required in these circumstances. However, if
the aircraft had been towed to the remote stand, verification was required from the tow crew that no
chocks were in place. Following the incident on 2 March, a further FCN was issued to emphasis the
requirement for 'full ground crew backup' for all departures except for those from remote stands.
This FCN emphasised that the commander still had to ensure that all ground equipment was clear
before brake release.
At the time of the incident, it was dark with heavy rain and the stand was unlit. The commander
had assumed, from their conversation, that the engineer would remove the ground equipment and
started up without ensuring that a see-off crew were in position. With ATC clearance, the
commander taxied off stand; the steps were still in position at the front left door. Additionally, the
chocks were also found close to the aircraft parking position; no one was identified who had
removed them prior to the arrival of the individual to collect the steps. The commander was certain
that he had not taxied directly over the chocks and this view was supported by evidence that no
more than idle power was used to taxi.
The incident followed a misunderstanding between the commander and the engineer. However,
there was then no attempt by the commander to contact the handling agents to confirm if there was
a see-off crew available. Additionally, the commander had the ultimate responsibility for ensuring
that all ground equipment was clear prior to taxiing.

